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Background and aims

Disc height change on lumbar radiographs is one of the common indicator for 

intervertebral disc degeneration. Generally, disc degeneration is believed to be related 

with low back pain and degenerative lumbar diseases. In several imaging studies, low 

back pain was associated with paraspinal muscle cross-sectional surface area (CSA). The 

aims of this study were to evaluate the association between CSA of back muscles and disc 

height change (DHC). 

Methods

Total 590 farmers in Gangwon-do, South Korea were recruited. Twenty-one subjects 

were excluded due to history of spine surgery. Total 569 subjects were included in final 

analysis. Two hundred and fifty-nine subjects (45.5%) were male and average age of 

subject was 58 years old. Spine radiograph was obtained in standing posture. A DHC was 

defined if there is a difference of 25% or more, with compare to two adjacent discs. The 

CSA of back muscle was derived from standard computerized tomography (CT) images at 

mid-level of L4. CSA of total abdomen, total fat, visceral fat, subcutaneous fat, total 

muscle, back muscle, abdominal muscle, paraspinal muscle and psoas muscle was 

measured. 

Results

Lumbar DHCs were observed in 475 subjects (83.5%), most frequently observed in L5-S1 

(69.6%). There are no significant difference of total abdomen CSA (p = 0.063). However, 

subjects with DHC were showed higher total fat tissue CSA (p = 0.003) and less total 

muscle CSA (p = 0.031). There was no difference of abdominal muscle CSA (p = 0.236). In 

the subjects with DHC, back muscle CSA, especially paraspinal muscle CSA were lower 

than subjects without DHC (p<0.05). CSA of psoas muscle was different between subject 

with and without DHC of L4-5 disc (p = 0.007). 

Conclusions



CSA of back muscles were significantly smaller in subject with DHC than subject without 

DHC. The role of paraspinal muscle morphology on the etiology, prognosis, and 

treatment of patients with DHC and back pain must be further investigated. 

Table 1. Area measurements (cm2) in mid-level of L4 using CT.

Table 2. Area measurements (cm2) of subjects with DHC in each lumbar disc.


